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ABSTRACT: The modulation of noncovalent bonding inter-
actions by redox processes is a central theme in the fundamental
understanding of biological systems as well as being ripe for
exploitation in supramolecular science. In the context of host−
guest systems, we demonstrate in this article how the formation of
inclusion complexes can be controlled by manipulating the redox
potential of a cyclophane. The four-electron reduction of
cyclobis(paraquat-p-phenylene) to its neutral form results in
altering its binding properties while heralding a significant change
in its stereoelectronic behavior. Quantum mechanics calculations
provide the energetics for the formation of the inclusion
complexes between the cyclophane in its various redox states
with a variety of guest molecules, ranging from electron-poor to
electron-rich. The electron-donating properties displayed by the
cyclophane were investigated by probing the interaction of this host with electron-poor guests, and the formation of inclusion
complexes was confirmed by single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. The dramatic change in the binding mode depending on the
redox state of the cyclophane leads to (i) aromatic donor−acceptor interactions in its fully oxidized form and (ii) van der Waals
interactions when the cyclophane is fully reduced. These findings lay the foundation for the potential use of this class of
cyclophane in various arenas, all the way from molecular electronics to catalysis, by virtue of its electronic properties. The
extension of the concept presented herein into the realm of mechanically interlocked molecules will lead to the investigation of
novel structures with redox control being expressed over the relative geometries of their components.

1. INTRODUCTION

The dependence of molecular recognition events on the redox
potential of the environment is a fundamental theme in the
regulation of biologically relevant processes.1 Since the binding
events between small molecules and certain protein domains
for example, the interaction involving enzyme-cofactor
recognition1are mostly electrostatic in nature, the results
are particularly sensitive to changes in the charge density
distribution within their binding sites. The variety of
intermolecular forces governing these recognition phenomena
in biological systems has inspired chemists to design and
synthesize supramolecular assemblies with precise control of
their noncovalent bonding interactions.2 The investigation of
compounds that act as selective molecular receptors with
different recognition modes, including hydrophobic forces,
hydrogen-bonding, chelation, and aromatic donor−acceptor
interactions, and the understanding of the thermodynamic
parameters governing the formation of inclusion complexes in a
large variety of synthetic macrocycles3−8 have provided many
insights into the nature of noncovalent bonding mechanisms.

The ability to control the formation of stable inclusion
complexes has also paved the way for developing a variety of
template-directed protocols9 for the synthesis of mechanically
interlocked molecules (MIMs), such as catenanes and
rotaxanes. The introduction of bistability into MIMs, by using
stimuli responsive host−guest systems, has allowed10 their
actuation, which is accompanied more often than not by large-
amplitude motions of their mechanically interlocked compo-
nents under the action of a stimulus. In this context, the π-
electron-poor tetracationic cyclophane, cyclobis(paraquat-p-
phenylene) (CBPQT4+), also known as the “little blue box”,
has been one of the most extensively investigated11 building
blocks to template the formation of MIMs by harnessing
aromatic donor−acceptor interactions. MIMs incorporating
CBPQT4+ and π-electron-rich recognition sites,12 such as
tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and 1,5-dioxynaphthalene (DNP),
display remarkable properties in the field of mechanostereo-
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chemistry.13 Once both of these recognition units are suitably
tailored in a catenane or rotaxane, a co-conformational
equilibrium where the CBPQT4+ ring encircles the better π-
donating TTF in preference to the poorer π-donating DNP is
established. The reversible co-conformational switching be-
tween the two recognition units, induced by cycling the redox
state of TTF between its oxidized and reduced forms, has led to
the development of a family of molecular switches with tailored
thermodynamic and kinetic properties, paving14 the way for
implementation of MIMs as components for molecular
electronics.
During the past quarter of century, several variations of the

parent CBPQT4+ ring have been reported,15 including various
constitutional isomers and larger systems (i) with bitolyl
linkers, known16 as molecular squares (MS4+), or (ii) with
extended 1,4-phenylene-bridged bipyridinium units17 that can
be employed as hosts of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) on account of their large cavity size. Once it was
discovered18 that the presence of radical-pairing interactions
between the diradical dicationic form (CBPQT2(•+)) of the
little blue box and methyl viologen radical cations (MV•+)
results in the formation of stable inclusion complexes
(MV•+⊂CBPQT2(•+)), researchers began to investige16d,19 the
properties of host−guest systems controlled by their redox
potential. Template-directed strategies, driven by radical-pairing
molecular recognition of 1,10-dialkyl-4,4′-bipyridinium radical
cationic (BIPY•+) derivatives with CBPQT2(•+) under reductive
conditions, have been explored20,21 as an efficient way to
template the formation of mechanical bonds during the
synthesis of [2]rotaxanes and [2]catenanes. In the latter case,
the inherently tight mechanical bonding of two interlocked
CBPQT4+ rings led21a to the investigation of the solid-state
structure of interacting radical species under various oxidation
states, showing the existence of mixed-valence species. On
account of their unique morphologies and electronic structures,
the magnetic properties observed for these species in the solid
state afford this class of compounds considerable potential for
integration into molecular electronic devices (MEDs).
The fully reduced forms of compounds containing BIPY2+

units have also been investigated,22,23 but only to a small extent
in comparison with their radical cationic counterparts. When a
methyl viologen derivative in its oxidized form, MV2+, is
reduced by two electrons to generate the neutral state, MV, the
aromatic rings of the pyridinum units are converted into
dihydropyridine rings that display23 electron-donor properties.
This highly reducing species has been employed24 frequently as
a mediator of electron-transfer reactions, including its use24b as
a catalyst for the reduction of vicinal dibromides in biphasic
systems. Recently, the demonstration25 of the high electronic
conductivity of neutral viologen derivatives has made the fully
reduced state of this class of compounds particularly attractive
as a component in organic MEDs.26

The electron-donor properties of neutral BIPY units, in
contrast with their electron-deficient dicationic state, have led
us to propose that it might be possible to reverse electronically
the role of the cyclophane CBPQT4+ from being a π-electron-
deficient host in the tetracationic form to having an electron-
rich cavity in the fully reduced CBPQT state. We envision that
developing strategies to control (i) the electronic configuration
of synthetic model systems and (ii) the formation of host−
guest intramolecular interactions has the potential to uncover
new functions associated with more complex processes at the
supramolecular level. We argue that the modulation of the

electronic properties of the cyclophane would allow us to
explore (Figure 1) a third recognition motifnamely, the
neutral CBPQT. Indeed, the cyclophane derived from the
complete reduction of the two dicationic BIPY2+ units to the
electron-rich BIPY motifs can embrace π-electron-poor guests,
such as 1,4-dicyanobenzene (DCB) and 1,4-dicyanotetrafluoro-
benzene (DCFB). The vibrant red color of the solution and the
crystals generated from the fully neutral cyclophane leads us to
propose calling this electron-rich host the “red box”.
In this article, we describe the protocol employed for the

preparation of the red box, CBPQT, by four-electron chemical
reduction of the blue box, CBPQT4+. Moreover, we have
characterized the structural and electronic properties of this
new receptor in solution using UV−vis, electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR), and NMR spectroscopies. We have also
elucidated the structural parameters of the neutral CBPQT and
its inclusion complex with DCB in the solid state by using
single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. Finally, we employed
density functional theory (DFT) to provide a quantum
mechanical description for the binding energy of the cyclo-
phane units in different redox states, with guests of particular

Figure 1. Structural formulas and graphical representations of the
redox-controlled modulation of molecular recognition involving
charge-transfer (top), radical-pairing (center), and van der Waals
(bottom) interactions. These three recognition motifs, involving the
tetracationic CBPQT4+ (top), the diradical dicationic CBPQT2(•+)

(center) and the fully neutral CBPQT (bottom), associated with the
three different redox states of the cyclophane, can bind selectively to a
large range of substrates, spanning from π-electron-rich to π-electron-
poor ones, as well as radical species.
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electronic compositions that span the range from π-electron-
rich to π-electron-poor compounds.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ability to control the structure of molecules, including the
possibility of eliciting substantial changes in their stereo-
electronic properties by external stimuli, holds considerable
potential for developing functional molecular systems.27 The
existence of three reversible redox states of the multielectron
acceptor CBPQT4+ means that the stereoelectronic properties
of this cyclophane can be switched from complexing with an
electron-rich to an electron-poor guest by simply manipulating
(Figure 1) its redox chemistry. The CBPQT4+ ring undergoes
two consecutive reversible two-electron reductions to afford
first the diradical dicationic CBPQT2(•+) and then second, the
fully reduced CBPQT ring. These reductions occur at redox
potentials of −328 and −753 mV, respectively, as measured in
MeCN solution versus a SCE reference.18 We used UV−vis and
EPR spectroscopies to probe the physicochemical properties of
the cyclophane in its different oxidation states, generated by
titrating the strong chemical reductant cobaltocene (CoCp2)
into a MeCN solution of the tetracationic CBPQT4+ under an
Ar atmosphere. The use of CoCp2 as a chemical reducing agent
in homogeneous phase has several advantages, including (i)
affording a significant driving force for the reduction of BIPY2+

derivatives into their neutral states, thanks to its sufficiently
negative reduction potential,28 and (ii) providing precise
control over the number of equivalents of the reducing agent
per equivalent of CBPQT4+. Upon stepwise addition of the
reductant, we detected a gradual increase of the diradical
dicationic CBPQT2(•+) (Figure 2a and Supporting Information,
Figure S10) as shown by the emergence in the UV−vis
spectrum of two sets of absorption bands, centered on 401 and
602 nm, indicating the distinctive feature of vibronic coupling.
The increase in intensity of the EPR signal upon addition of
CoCp2 up to 2 equiv (Figures 2b and S12), which is
proportional to the height of the visible absorption band at
602 nm, provides evidence for a high-spin exchange regime
between the unpaired electrons in the BIPY•+ units of the
cyclophane. This observation is also consistent with the absence
of the hyperfine structure that is usually observed in radical

cationic species of non-interactive viologen derivatives (see
Figure S13) and also with the quantum mechanical calculations.
In excess of 2 equiv of reductant, we observe (i) a decrease in

intensity of these absorption bands, which is associated with the
diradical dication and (ii) the concomitant increase in intensity
of a new band at 367 nm in the UV−vis spectrum, indicating
formation of doubly reduced BIPY units within the cyclophane,
in line with the spectra reported22,23 for other neutral
dihydrobipyridyl compounds. Evidence for the generation of
neutral CBPQT in quantitative yield upon addition of 4 equiv
of reductant was provided by (i) the red color of the solution
with an intense absorption band at 367 nm, along with (ii) the
disappearance of the EPR signal, indicating (iii) the absence of
radical character in the fully reduced form.
In order to probe in more detail the physicochemical

properties of fully reduced CBPQT and investigate the
formation of inclusion complexes with a series of guests, as
well as its potential use in the templated-directed synthesis of
MIMs, we need to develop a protocol for its preparation and
quantitative isolation. One possible approach to the isolation of
the neutral species from its charged counterparts resides in
performing the redox chemistry in a heterogeneous two-phase
system composed of an aqueous solution and PhMe. The
design of an efficient method for the reduction of CBPQT4+,
followed by extraction of the neutral species, takes advantage of
the dependence of the cyclophane solubility on its redox states.
Thus, the chloride salt of the cyclophane, CBPQT·4Cl, is
soluble only in the aqueous phase while the diradical dication is
slightly soluble in both phases: in contrast the neutral CBPQT
is soluble only in the organic layer. We prepared a stable
colorless solution of CBPQT4+ in the aqueous alkaline (pH
9.0) solution of the biphasic system29 under an Ar atmosphere.
The subsequent addition of a small excess (6 equiv) of sodium
dithionite results in the aqueous phase turning dark blue-
purple, followed by a change in the color of the PhMe layer,
first of all to yellow and, after a few minutes, to an intense red
color. The UV−vis absorption spectrum of the PhMe phase
displays (Figure 3a) a band with a maximum at 365 nm,
corresponding to the absorption of fully reduced BIPY units in
the CBPQT. We also observed an increase in the intensity of
the color of the organic phase with a rise in the concentration
of CBPQT4+ in the aqueous layer, ranging from 0.1 to 5 mM.

Figure 2. (a) UV−vis absorptions and (b) EPR spectra of diradical dicationic CBPQT2(•+) and neutral CBPQT generated from chemical reduction
of a MeCN solution of CBPQT4+ (0.08 mM) upon addition of 2 equiv (purple trace) and 4 equiv (red trace) of CoCp2. All spectra were recorded in
Ar-purged MeCN solutions at 298 K.
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The absence of the characteristic absorption bands of the
diradical dication in the UV−vis spectra of the organic phase is
an indication that direct reduction of CBPQT2(•+) to the
neutral CBPQT state takes place in the aqueous phase,
followed by its extraction into the PhMe layer. We cannot
exclude the possibility that a small fraction of the radical
cationic CBPQT2(•+) may be extracted from the aqueous phase
into the organic layer, due to the slight solubility of the radical
cationic ring in PhMe. On the other hand, a fast dispro-
portionation22,24b is expected to take place to this small fraction
of CBPQT2(•+) in the organic layer. The disproportionation of
CBPQT2(•+) results in the formation of two productsthe
tetracationic CBPQT4+ and the neutral CBPQTexhibiting
quite different solubilities. In the two-phase system, the
extraction of the CBPQT4+ out of the organic layer into the
aqueous phase drives the disproportionation reaction to
completion. The combination of (i) the direct reduction of
CBPQT4+ to its neutral form and (ii) the disproportionation of
the intermediate radical cationic CBPQT2(•+) to its neutral and
tetracationic forms leads to the efficient production of the
neutral CBPQT in the PhMe phase in a yield estimated30 to be
close to 90%. While a PhMe solution of the neutral CBPQT is
stable in air for a few minutes, a solution of the CBPQT2(•+) in
MeCN undergoes oxidation much more readily, indicating that
the bisradical dication is much lower in stability to oxygen than
is the neutral cyclophane.
The diamagnetic nature of the ring structure in the fully

reduced cyclophane, as revealed by EPR spectroscopy, makes
feasible the solution-state characterization (Figures 3b and S2−
S4) of neutral CBPQT by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopies. A
red CBPQT solution was obtained readily by extracting
CBPQT from a biphasic system using C6D5CD3 as the organic
layer under an Ar atmosphere. The presence of a single species
in the C6D5CD3 phase was confirmed by diffusion-ordered 1H
NMR spectroscopy, which reveals (Figure S3) the presence of a
single band corresponding to a diffusion coefficient of 1.7 ×
10−10 m2 s−1. The addition of two electrons to each of the
BIPY2+ units of the cyclophane has a dramatic effect on the
resonances31 (Figure 3b) of the protons, whose assignments
were confirmed by 2D NMR experiments (Figures S5 and S6).
The peaks corresponding to Hα and Hβ on the BIPY unit can
be identified at around 5.32 and 5.36 ppm, respectively,
revealing much less aromatic character with respect to the

protons in positions α and β to the nitrogens on the BIPY2+

units which resonate much further downfield.32 This change in
the 1H NMR spectrum of the neutral CBPQT, in comparison
with the tetracationic cyclophane CBPQT4+, is accompanied by
upfield shifts to 3.62 ppm of the resonances associated with the
methylene group protons. These upfield shifts observed for the
protons from the BIPY units that constitute the neutral
cyclophane are a direct result of the loss of aromaticity by the
BIPY units in their fully reduced states. The conversion to a
nonaromatic planar structure is supported by the 13C NMR
spectrum (Figure S4) that reveals shifts in the resonances of the
α and β carbons to δ values characteristic of polyene-like
structures.22

The solid-state structure of the neutral CBPQT ring was
obtained by X-ray crystallographic analysis33 of the deep red
crystals. Single crystals of CBPQT were grown at 0 °C by slow
vapor diffusion of n-hexane into a 0.5 mM MeCN solution of
CBPQT4+, following reduction to the neutral redox state with 4
equiv of CoCp2 under an Ar atmosphere. Red crystals of the
fully reduced cyclophane, suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis,
were also observed to grow spontaneously upon four-electron
reduction of a 5 mM solution of CBPQT4+ in MeCN at room
temperature. The X-ray structural analysis34 shows (Figure 4)
that the solid-state structure of the neutral CBPQT adopts a
parallelogram-like conformation, despite the relatively high
rigidity of the box-like molecule, with the BIPY units occupying
the longer sides. In comparison with the blue rectangular box-
like conformation of CBPQT4+, the “corner” angles increase
(Figure 4b) from 108° to 113° for the red neutral CBPQT. The
separation between the CBPQT molecules (Figure S16)
precludes any interactions between the cyclophanes in their
long-range packing order and excludes the possibility of
conformational distortion arising from lattice effects. The
dimension of the cavity, measured as a centroid-to-centroid
distance between the planes of the two BIPY units of the ring is
6.99 Å, similar to the values reported32 for the tetracationic, as
well as the diradical dicationic, oxidation states of the
cyclophane. The absence of counterions in the unit cell
confirms the neutral nature of the red box. The lack of free
radicals was established (Figure S14) by solid-state CW EPR
spectroscopy performed on single crystals of CBPQT. Analysis
(Table 1) of the bond lengths and torsional angles of the BIPY
units provides a quantitative measurement of the redox state of

Figure 3. (a) UV−vis absorption spectrum of the neutral CBPQT in PhMe, obtained by chemical reduction of CBPQT4+ with Na2S2O4 followed by
extraction from a heterogeneous two-phase system composed of PhMe and an alkaline (pH 9.0) aqueous layer. (b) 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz,
C6D5CD3, 298 K) of a solution of neutral CBPQT transferred to C6D5CD3 by extraction from the biphasic system.
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the BIPY units. The torsional angle measured around the C4−
C4′ bond of the BIPY unit in the CBPQT is 8°, indicating the

increased double-bond character of the C4−C4′ bonds. The
central bond distance is also known23 to correlate well with the
redox state, showing a marked deviation from the length of the
single bond in the BIPY2+ to the double bond character for the
neutral BIPY units. In the case of the CBPQT, the C4−C4′
bond length is 1.37 Å, corresponding to a double bond.
Localized double bonds, with lengths of 1.32 Å, are also evident
for the C2−C3 bonds. A different situation is observed for the
C3−C4 bonds which, with a distance of 1.46 Å, can be consider
to be a localized single bond between sp2 hybridized atoms if
compared with 1.45 Å for the central bond of butadiene. These
alternating bond lengths, which are similar to those reported by
Kochi23 for the fully reduced MV, confirm the successful
conversion of the cyclophane to its neutral state.
The unique stereoelectronic properties that accompany the

fully reduced BIPY unitssuch as their relatively high solid-
state electronic conductivitywithin the molecular framework
of the cyclophane opens up possibilities for its future
exploitation as an active component in MEDs. In essence,
understanding the behavior of this host as an effective
isostructural dopant for particular guests, that may induce
specific electronic properties out of a large range of possibilities,
offers an alternative supramolecular strategy for realizing new
organic electronic materials. We anticipate that a minimal
change in geometrical relaxation during the hole transfer of
neutral molecules is highly desirable35 in order to attain high
solid-state conductivity in MEDs. Indeed, the small changes
observed in the bond lengths and bond order between the
neutral BIPY and the radical cationic BIPY•+the latter being
the relevant species for conduction by neutral BIPY in the solid
state25,35renders this an attractive unit to be incorporated
into devices that take advantage of its solid-state conductivity
properties. With the incentive of understanding the conforma-
tional changes and the properties associated with different
redox states of supramolecular assemblies, we investigated the
solid-state superstructure of an assembly comprised of two
redox states of the CBPQT ringnamely, the neutral and the
diradical dicationic forms. Mixed redox systems based on
viologen derivatives that have been investigated36 in solution
and in the solid state reveal a high degree of electronic coupling
between the dication and the radical cation. Despite the rapid
disproportionation that occurs in the case of the radical cationic

Figure 4. Solid-state structure of the neutral CBPQT obtained from
single-crystal X-ray crystallography. (a) Perspective view of the
CBPQT ring as a tubular representation with the corresponding
semitransparent space-filling representation superimposed upon it.
(b,c) Plan and side-on views of the CBPQT ring as a tubular
representation showing distances and angles displaying the ring’s
geometry. (d) Perspective view in which the localized double and
single bonds are superimposed on a tubular representation. The
corresponding bond lengths and angles are reported in Table 1. The
solvent molecules have been omitted for the sake of clarity.

Table 1. Selected Bond Distances and Torsional Angles for Solid-State Structuresa and DFT-Calculated Structuresb of BIPY
Derivatives under Different Oxidation States

bond lengths/Å

BIPY derivative C1−N1 N1−C2 C2−C3 C3−C4 C4−C4′ torsional angle δ/°

CBPQT4+ c 1.49 (1.50) 1.34 (1.35) 1.38 (1.38) 1.39 (1.40) 1.48 (1.48) 21 (32)
CBPQT2(•+) d 1.49 (1.48) 1.35 (1.37) 1.37 (1.36) 1.43 (1.43) 1.43 (1.43) 2.6 (2.3)
CBPQT 1.47 (1.46) 1.39 (1.39) 1.32 (1.35) 1.46 (1.46) 1.37 (1.38) 8.1 (2.5)
MVe 1.45 (1.45) 1.38 (1.39) 1.33 (1.35) 1.46 (1.46) 1.36 (1.38) 6.0 (0.4)
MS 1.44 (1.46) 1.39 (1.39) 1.31 (1.35) 1.48 (1.46) 1.38 (1.38) 1.5 (1.3)
DCB⊂CBPQT 1.46 (1.46) 1.39 (1.39) 1.34 (1.45) 1.45 (1.45) 1.38 (1.38) 3.5 (1.8)

aData obtained from X-ray crystallographic analysis. bIn parentheses, data obtained from DFT calculation at the M061/6-311++G**//M06/6-31G*
level. cCrystal data for CBPQT·4PF6 from ref 32. dCrystal data for CBPQT·2PF6 from ref 18b. eCrystal data for MV from ref 23.
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BIPY•+, we have been able to grow single crystals from an
equimolar mixture of CBPQT2(•+) and CBPQT obtained from
chemical reduction by using, respectively, 2 and 4 equiv of
CoCp2 in MeCN, followed by the slow vapor diffusion of iPr2O
at 0 °C under an Ar atmosphere. The resulting purple-black
crystals are clearly distinct from the vibrant green color of the
solution that results from an equimolar mixture of the blue
CBPQT2(•+) and red CBPQT solutions. The unit cell, as
determined by X-ray crystallography,37 is comprised (Figure
5a) of two independent cyclophanes in which the plane of one
ring, defined by its four N atoms, is orthogonal to the plane of
the other ring: they are surrounded by a total of two PF6

−

counterions. The extended superstructure reveals two different
segregated stacks of CBPQT molecules, separated by PF6

−

anions (Figure 5b) and composed of (i) a one-dimensional
superstructure with the red cyclophane forming a continuous
channel and (ii) an infinite stacking of the purple cyclophane
maintained by interactions between their BIPY subunits. The
nature of the two different layers made of cyclophanes in
different redox states has been elucidated by their structural
characteristics and the presence of counterions surrounding
each ring.38 The layer of cyclophanes with the BIPY units face-
to-face are diradical dicationic CBPQT2(•+) rings as deduced
from the bond order of the BIPY units, including the radical
cationic character (1.42 Å) of the C4−C4′ bond. The packing
of the diradical dicationic CBPQT2(•+) rings comprises (Figure
5c) a one-dimensional stack with a centroid-to-centroid
separation of 3.15 Å between the BIPY•+ units of the adjacent
CBPQT2(•+) rings, indicating the presence of radical-pairing

interactions between their BIPY•+ components, stabilizing their
superstructure. The existence of the diradical dicationic
CBPQT2(•+) in the mixed redox-state crystal was also revealed
by solid-state EPR spectroscopy. An isotropic EPR spectrum
(Figure 5d) was obtained on some single crystals with g factors
close to the ones reported for radical cationic MV•+ in the solid
state. By simply manipulating the redox chemistry of the
cyclophane, we have demonstrated the formation of an ordered
system comprised of stacks of diradical dicationic CBPQT2(•+)

units segregated between neutral layers of CBPQT rings.
In order to explore the unique properties of neutral BIPY in

differently confined environments and to shed more under-
standing on the redox-controlled organization of supra-
molecular assemblies, we have investigated the effect of neutral
BIPY units on the packing of other cyclophanes. In particular,
we have examined the possibility of obtaining structural
information on the fully reduced BIPY units in larger
cyclophanes, such as the organic molecular square, MS4+,
which is comprised of bitolyl units linking bipyridinium rings.
The first two-electron uptake for the MS4+ produces the
diradical dicationic MS2(•+) and the second two-electron
transfer leads (Figure 6a) to the fully reduced neutral form,
MS. The UV−vis absorption spectra, measured during the
course of a redox titration of a DMF solution39 of MS4+ results
(Figure S11), on addition of 2 equiv of CoCp2, in an absorption
band appearing at 610 nm that is associated with the formation
of the radical cationic BIPY•+. Conversion to the fully reduced
MS, which was achieved quantitatively on the addition of 4
equiv of CoCp2, results in the complete disappearance of the

Figure 5. Tubular representations of the solid-state superstructures of a mixed oxidation state (CBPQT)(CBPQT·2PF6). (a) Plan and side-on views
of the unit cell revealing the presence of the neutral CBPQT (red box) and the diradical dicationic CBPQT2(•+) (purple box) surrounded by two
PF6

− counterions. (b) The solid-state packing of (CBPQT)(CBPQT·2PF6), in plan and side-on views, revealing the packing of the CBPQT and
CBPQT2(•+) redox states and the relative positions of the counterions. (c) Top view of the solid-state packing, showing the stack of BIPY•+ units in
the CBPQT2(•+) rings along the a-axis. The face-to-face distance between the BIPY•+ components is 3.15 Å. (d) Solid-state CW EPR spectrum of
single crystals of (CBPQT)(CBPQT·2PF6), demonstrating the presence of free radicals in the solid-state structure in accordance with the
observation of two counterions in the solid-state superstructure.
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absorption band of the radical cationic species and the
emergence of an absorption band at 380 nm, characteristic of
the neutral species. We have also investigated the structural
changes which occur upon reduction of MS4+ to its neutral
form by X-ray crystallography. Single crystals were grown at 0
°C under an Ar atmosphere by slow vapor diffusion of iPr2O
from a 2 mM DMF solution of MS·4PF6 containing a slight
excess of CoCp2 (5.0 equiv) in order to ensure the complete
reduction of the molecular square to the neutral state. This
neutral state of MS in the X-ray crystal structure40 (Figure 6b)
is confirmed by the bond length analysis (Table 1) of the BIPY
units, which alternate between localized double and single
bonds, as well as the absence of PF6

− counterions in the unit
cell. The reduction of the MS4+ to its neutral state is
accompanied by significant changes in the solid-state structure
of the molecular square compared with those observed for the
tetracationic16b and diradical dicationic forms.16d The most
noticeable change is in the angle defined by the plane of the
aromatic rings of the bitolyl linker with respect to the plane of
the molecular square. The reduction to the neutral BIPY units
induces a rotation of almost 90° in the bitolyl linkers around
the axis defined by the two methylene carbon atoms, such that
the phenylene rings point inside the cavity of the molecular
square. The rotation of the bitolyl linkers leads to a dramatic
decrease in the width of the cavity, defined by the distance
between the planes of the phenylene rings, from 11.0 Å for the
MS4+ to 5.94 Å in the case of the neutral MS. There is a
torsional angle of 37° between the phenylene rings of the
bitolyl linkers.
A second key influence of the redox state on the structural

properties of the cyclophane is observed in the extended solid-
state superstructure. The packing of neutral MS molecules
reveals (Figure 6c) an arrangement of the rings in which the
cavities define continuous porous channels. By contrast, the
rings of the neutral CBPQT exist in the solid-state structure as
separate entities. Examination of the superstructure of the fully
reduced MS shows (Figure 6d) that noncovalent bonding
interactions between the neutral BIPY units help to sustain the
packing of the MS rings. We attribute the stabilization of the
channels to the formation of [C−H···π] interactions with a

mean distance of 2.54 Å between protons on the BIPY units in
one sheet with the centroid of the BIPY ring in another
channel. We note here that the bitolyl linkers, despite their
apparent face-to-face arrangement, do not participate in the
stabilization of the superstructure. The organization of these
rigid neutral cyclophanes in the solid state opens up the
possibility of using single crystals of these cyclophanes as
materials for electronic applications. Finally, the ability of redox
chemistry to activate selectively the rotation of the bitolyl
linkers, resulting in the “breathing” of the cavity of the
cyclophane between an open and a closed state, demonstrates a
fundamental relationship between structure and redox proper-
ties that will enable us to explore more intricate phenomena at
the supramolecular level.
The fact that the electronic properties of CBPQT4+ are

dramatically altered upon its reduction to the neutral form
resulting in a completely new host, the red box CBPQT
should, in turn, also change significantly its preference for
guests. Thus, we envision that the electron-rich cavity of the
CBPQT will provide an ideal fit to accommodate electron-poor
guests, opening up the possibility of using the redox potential
to modulate the binding modes of the host toward a myriad of
guest molecules, ranging from the more classical π-electron-rich
guests to a spectrum of π-electron-poor guests. In order to
probe the guest-binding properties of the neutral CBPQT, we
investigated 1,4-dicyanobenzene (DCB) and 1,4-dicyanotetra-
fluorobenzene (DCFB) as π-electron-poor guests to determine
whether they can be embraced, based on stereoelectronic
considerations, by the neutral CBPQT to undergo formation of
stable inclusion complexes.
To test this hypothesis, we employed 1H NMR spectroscopy

to evaluate the formation of the inclusion complexes between
the CBPQT and DCB or DCFB guests. Our initial experi-
ments, carried out in C6D5CD3 solutions containing neutral
CBPQT, which was separated from the biphasic system,
showed only a small upfield shift in the resonance associated
with the α protons of the CBPQT unit, along with the signals
corresponding to the methylene protons, upon addition of the
guest.41 The differences between the chemical shifts of the α
protons of the CBPQT in the absence and in the presence of

Figure 6. (a) Structural formulas illustrating the reversible pair of two-electron reductions of MS4+, leading to the formation of the diradical
dicationic MS2(•+) and subsequently the neutral MS. (b) Space-filling overlying a tubular representation of the solid-state structure in plain view of
the neutral MS obtained from single crystal X-ray crystallography. The rotation of the bitolyl linkers results in the decrease in the width of the cavity
to 5.96 Å. In common with the neutral CBPQT, the BIPY units of the neutral MS display alternation of their double and single bonds. (c) Plan view
along the a-axis of the long-range packing order of MS, using a tubular (top) and a space filling (bottom) representation, revealing the porous nature
of the superstructure defined by the empty square macrocycles. (d) Side-on view of the solid-state structure of MS, represented in tubular (top) and
space filling (bottom) formats, showing the packing of the neutral rings stabilized by [C−H···π] interactions (2.54 Å).
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DCB and DCFB were respectively 0.005 and 0.012 ppm
(Figure S9). These results suggest that the binding of DCB and
DCFB within the cavity of the CBPQT are quite weak in
C6D5CD3 solution.

42 The lack of a charge-transfer (CT) band
in the UV−vis absorption spectrum of a 1:1 mixture of CBPQT
and DCB or DCFB indicates that the affinity between the
CBPQT and thus π-electron-poor guests does not arise
primarily from CT interactions, an observation that explains
the modest binding constants. We speculate that the formation
of the inclusion complexes, involving neutral CBPQT, is a
consequence of favorable electrostatic interactions,43 an
observation which is confirmed by the quantum mechanical
description of the binding in the complexes.
Clear evidence for the ability of the neutral CBPQT to form

1:1 inclusion complexes with π-electron-poor guests was
obtained by X-ray crystallography. Despite the weak associa-
tion, we were able to obtain red single crystals at 4 °C by slow
vapor diffusion of n-hexane into a MeCN solution of CBPQT
containing DCB under Ar. The X-ray structural analysis44

reveals (Figure 7a) that the DCB guest is located at a

centrosymmetric site inside the cavity of the neutral CBPQT
host, sharing the same space group observed for a single crystal
of the free CBPQT host. The axis defined by the CN groups
of the DCB, which protrudes above and below the rims of the
host, subtends (Figure 7b) an angle of 21° with the axis
orthogonal to the plane, defined by the four N atoms of the
ring. This deviation from the orthogonality permits an efficient
orbital overlap between the aromatic ring of the guest and the
two BIPY units in the CBPQT host. The distances between the
guest and the two BIPY walls of the CBPQT, measured (Figure
7c) from the centroid of the aromatic ring of DCB to the
central double bond of the BIPY units, are 3.45 and 3.47 Å,
both distances typical of π-stacking interactions. Two of the
aromatic protons on the DCB guest are also engaged in [C−
H···π] interactions with the phenylene units of the CBPQT
host and presumably contribute to the overall stability of the
complex. The solid-state superstructure indicates that the
dimensions and the conformation of the CBPQT are
unchanged on complexation with the guest. A subtle decrease
of the torsional twist of the BIPY unit around the C4−C4′
bond to 3.5° could be a result of the accommodation of the π-
electron-poor guest within its π-electron-rich cavity.
Density functional theory at the M061/6-311++G**//M06/

6-31G* level with the Poisson−Boltzmann solvation model45

of MeCN was used to calculate the enthalpies of complexation
that govern the binding of guests with the cyclophane in its
different oxidation states. The concept of reversing the binding
mode of the cyclophane by altering its redox state becomes
more evident (Figure 8 and Table S1) by comparing the
predicted complexation enthalpies of guests comprising
electron-rich and electron-poor molecules, with the cyclophane
in redox states ranging all the way from tetracationic to neutral.
In the context of this research, the complexation enthalpy is
defined as the energy it takes for a guest to replace two MeCN
molecules originally sitting in the cavity of the cyclophane
representing the free cyclophane in MeCN solventto form a
1:1 inclusion complex.
We uncovered a general trend associated with the charge on

the CBPQT and the electron-richness of the guests. This trend

Figure 7. Solid-state superstructures of the complex of CBPQT with
1,4-dicyanobenzene as the substrate. (a) Perspective view of the
inclusion complex with DCB, displayed with the CBPQT ring in
semitransparent space-filling format, superimposed upon a tubular
representation, and with the guest in space-filling format, highlighting
the degree of envelopment of DCB by CBPQT. (b) Side-on view
using a tubular/space-filling representation of the solid-state super-
structure of DCB⊂CBPQT showing the angle subtended by the axis of
DCB, defined by its CN bonds, with the axis orthogonal to the
plane of the CBPQT ring defined by the four N atoms of the ring. (c)
Plan view employing a tubular/space-filling representation of the 1:1
inclusion complex with average distances between the DCB and the
BIPY walls of the CBPQT ring of 3.47 Å (d) and 3.45 Å (d′),
measured from the centroid of the aromatic ring of DCB to the center
of the C4−C4′ bond of the BIPY unit.

Figure 8. Plot of the complexation enthalpies derived from density
functional theory calculations between the cyclophane in different
oxidation states and DNP, TTF, DCB and DCFB with the calculated
Mulliken electronegativities indicated in parentheses. The complex-
ation enthalpy is defined as the energy it takes for a guest to replace
two MeCN molecules originally sitting in the cavity of the cyclophane
(representing the neutral CBPQT in MeCN solvent) to form a 1:1
inclusion complex with the guest.
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can be quantified (Figure 8) by their Mulliken electro-
negativities (MEN), defined46 as the sum of their ionization
energies and electron affinities and scaled to approach Pauling’s
definition of electronegativity. In the tetracationic state the
complexation enthalpy increases with the electron-donating
properties of the guest since the formation of the complexes
under these conditions is based primarily on aromatic donor−
acceptor interactions. This principle is demonstrated by the
difference in binding energies of TTF and DNP (MEN values
for TTF and DNP are 1.31 and 1.43, respectively), two well-
known electron-rich guests of the CBPQT4+ that afford
complexation enthalpies of −23.3 and −19.6 kcal mol−1,
respectively. The relatively high affinity of the fully charged
cyclophane for electron-rich guests decreases significantly on
altering the redox state of the ring to the dicationic and neutral
forms as a result of the loss of the CT interactions. The rapid
dissociation of the complex between the DNP and the ring,
after its reduction to the diradical dicationic state, as a
consequence of the attenuation of the donor−acceptor
interactions has been demonstrated47 experimentally previ-
ously. For electron-poor guests, such as DCB (MEN = 2.41)
and DCFB (MEN = 2.54), the opposite trend of the
complexation enthalpies as functions of the redox states of
the ring is observed. The DCB⊂CBPQT inclusion complex is
7.8 kcal mol−1 more stable than the one calculated for the ring
in the tetracationic state. For the more electron-poor guest,
DCFB, this reverse trend in complexation enthalpy reaches
20.5 kcal mol−1. The electrostatic potential map for the
inclusion complexes of the host with DCFB shows (Figure 9)
that, once the reduction of the ring reaches its neutral state, the
negative electrostatic potential (colored in red) is observed on
the BIPY units of the CBPQT and on the electron-withdrawing
substituents (−F and −CN) of the guest molecule. When
the cyclophane is oxidized, the BIPY units (colored in blue)
become relatively more positive.

3. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the cyclophane’s affinity for guests can be
switched from preferring π-electron-rich to π-electron-poor by
simply altering the redox state of the electron-poor CBPQT4+

ring to that of electron-rich CBPQT. Moreover, we
demonstrated that it is possible to isolate the neutral CBPQT
in solution as well as in the solid state. We have characterized
this neutral state and probed its properties by (i) UV−vis, EPR,
and NMR spectroscopies, (ii) single-crystal X-ray diffraction
analyses, and (iii) quantum mechanics calculations. We have
demonstrated the distinctive properties emerging from the
reduction of CBPQT4+ to its neutral form by testing its ability
to form inclusion complexes with electron-poor guests such
1,4-dicyanobenzene or 1,4-dicyanotetrafluorobenzene.

This appreciation of the binding capabilities of this neutral
host is the first step toward its use in the template-directed
synthesis of exotic MIMs that, thanks to the unique electronic
properties of neutral CBPQT, are more than likely to display
novel properties. Indeed, the translation of the protocol for the
isolation of fully reduced CBPQT to the existing donor−
acceptor catenanes and rotaxanes, comprising the CBPQT4+

ring, now seems a distinct possibility. This opportunity of
controlling the properties of MIMs by reducing the CBPQT4+

ring to its neutral state, followed by the isolation of a range of
new catenanes and rotaxanes will allow the properties of these
neutral MIMs to be investigated from a totally different
perspective.
The quantum mechanical description of the energy levels

associated with the formation of the inclusion complexes
supports this vision. Our investigations demonstrate a change
in the nature of the binding mode that is dependent on the
oxidation state of the cyclophane, leading to dominant
interactions that range from being aromatic donor−acceptor
in the case of the tetracationic CBPQT4+ ring to being
electrostatic when the cyclophane is fully reduced.
Another noteworthy feature of the neutral CBPQT host is its

low reduction potential. Its propensity to undergo rapid
electron transfer, together with its ability to form 1:1 inclusion
complexes with electron-poor guests, could have important
implications for the use of the neutral CBPQT as a catalyst for
reduction processes in biphasic environments. Furthermore, the
electronic properties of these neutral compounds and their 1:1
inclusion complexes could allow them to serve as alternative
supramolecular systems for integration into devices capable of
solid-state conductivity.
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